INTRODUCTION

In the 1960s, the United States began seriously considering constructing a high-speed rail ("HSR")1 system.2 Developing such a system has been a slow process for various reasons: aggressive political opposition; an overwhelming American obsession with the automobile and, in turn, the lack of citizen embrace of public transportation; and other priorities receiving government attention and spending. Despite

---

1. Congress has defined HSR as having trains capable of reaching speeds of more than 125 mph. 49 U.S.C. § 26105 (2011).
2. See, e.g., President Lyndon Baines Johnson, Annual Message to the Congress on the State of the Union (Jan. 4, 1965).
this, it appears certain that ground will finally be broken towards creating the first high-speed track in 2014.\(^3\) This will take place in California, where the state plans to build up to 500 miles of HSR track connecting Los Angeles and San Francisco, with trains reaching top speeds of 220 mph.\(^4\) With many other regions in the nation hoping to enact their own HSR lines, the project in California is being watched closely across the nation.\(^5\) If successful, other regions will use California's HSR project as a standard in creating their own plans, and any mistakes made will similarly serve as guidance on what tactics to avoid. In this sense California is a "test case" for the nation's overall HSR vision.

Although construction on the initial construction segment ("ICS") of the project is set to begin sometime in 2014, the project still faces staunch opposition from various interests ranging from politicians at both the state and federal levels to local governments and ordinary citizens. Once the project began to gain steam around 2008, these groups intensified their opposition by employing a variety of tactics all aimed at ultimately undoing the project.

Irrespective of opposition, the project may have passed the point of no return. In addition to beginning construction on the ICS soon, a number of recent events have provided additional future security for the project. Perhaps most important were the various outcomes from the 2012 elections—at both the federal and state levels—which shored up much of the necessary political support for the project. This combined with the project's past successes increases the likelihood that the project will ultimately be constructed.

Certainly some opponents believe that their efforts can still stop the project. However, at this point, it may be in their respective best interests to drop their opposition, and redefine themselves as stakeholders. With this new paradigm, they can easily transition to more active roles associated with the HSR project to achieve results that better align with their various goals.

To place this situation in the most appropriate context, this note will first review the history of HSR in the United States and describe the current situation in detail, followed by a similar examination of the development of HSR in California to show why the state's project is so

---

\(^3\) At the time this note was submitted for publication, construction had not yet begun; preliminary work has begun in some areas. See Tim Sheehan, *Fresno soil drilling prepares for high-speed rail construction*, FRESNO BEE (Dec. 17, 2013), http://www.fresnobee.com/2013/12/17/3672421/soil-drilling-begins-in-fresno.html.


vital to the HSR vision for the entire country. Next, this note will detail the efforts of the most notable opponents of California's HSR project. In considering how their results align with their goals, the note will conclude by suggesting various tactical changes for these opponents in light of the imminence of the HSR project.6

I. THE HISTORY OF HSR IN THE UNITED STATES

American politicians began to explore the feasibility of bringing HSR to the United States after seeing various Asian and European countries build successful models as early as 1955.7 Due to its long-term planning and intensive infrastructure requirements, public investment is integral to the development and coordination of any HSR project—especially in its infancy. Accordingly, the federal government has always played an active role of incubating the development of HSR in the United States. However, instead of a "hands-on" federal project—as was used in constructing the national highway system and transcontinental railroad—the Federal Government opted for a decentralized, regional approach, leaving the planning of corridors to the states while retaining a degree of oversight.

Whereas public discussion regarding HSR in the United States has taken place for half a century, it was not until the 1990s that the vision finally began to take shape. In 1991, Congress enacted the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 to allow the Department of Transportation to conduct preliminary research and examine the feasibility of HSR.8 The law also called for the designations of potential HSR corridors—including the current one being constructed in California. Soon thereafter, the Swift Rail Development Act of 1994 provided additional focus to the nation's HSR vision by outlining the specific roles for federal and state governments, and, perhaps more importantly, appropriating the initial funding to support early stage planning of HSR.9 The Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century followed to provide additional funding for corridor planning.10 While these acts created the base from which a HSR system could spring, it was

6. The HSR project in California has a multitude of legal and political issues to explore, such as the economic and financial aspects of the project as well as the safety and technology employed. While these are all controversial and fascinating topics, they are outside the scope of this note and, therefore, will not be addressed in detail.


the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act of 2009 ("ARRA"), signed into law by President Barack Obama soon after taking office, that would provide the necessary next step to take HSR from planning to implementation.\textsuperscript{11} ARRA created guidelines for various regional HSR corridors to compete against one other—based on the feasibility and readiness of their proposed plans—for billions of dollars.\textsuperscript{12} At the time of ARRA's enactment, many corridors had already established basic HSR plans, but some were more polished and further along than others. Simply put, without ARRA, the current HSR vision would be nowhere near as complete as it is now.

For the purposes of ARRA funding, the Tampa-Orlando-Miami corridor was arguably the most competitive and construction-ready. The region's population size, combined with the modest distance between the cities, and Florida's head start on planning would have allowed the HSR corridor to be constructed quicker and with lower overall costs than most other corridors across the nation.\textsuperscript{13} As late as 2010, with billions in ARRA funding within reach to supplement existing efforts, it seemed like a foregone conclusion that the nation's first modern HSR line would be in Florida. None of this was altogether too surprising either, since the state's HSR roots run nearly as deep as the Federal Government's, dating back to the 1970s.\textsuperscript{14} In early 2011, however, these expectations were thwarted when Governor Rick Scott—in a move that some consider a broader rejection of the policies of President Obama—rejected ARRA funds already awarded to Florida for HSR.\textsuperscript{15} As a result, Florida's HSR project was abruptly halted while other corridors continued developing. While Governor Scott's actions certainly constituted a major setback to the nation's HSR efforts, they also created opportunities for other corridors to steal not only the spotlight, but the funds Florida did not want.

With its own history of HSR just as extensive as Florida's, California's corridor planning to connect San Francisco to Los Angeles also emerged as one of the more competitive regional plans for a significant amount of ARRA funds.\textsuperscript{16} When Governor Scott rejected

\textsuperscript{12} Id.
\textsuperscript{13} Florida's first line of track between Tampa and Orlando was expected to be operational in 2014. See Ted Jackovics, State Makes Official Bid For High-Speed Rail Cash, TAMPA TRIBUNE, Oct. 3, 2009, at 4.
\textsuperscript{16} In the 1980s, Florida modeled some of its HSR planning efforts off California's. See
Florida's share of the ARRA funds, the Federal Government allowed other states to compete for the already-appropriated funds. Seizing this opportunity, California was able to add $300 million to its already largest share of over $3 billion, thus signaling it as a clear-cut front runner to be the first in the union to develop HSR.

II. WHY CALIFORNIA IS IMPORTANT

"High Speed Rail . . . is bold, but so is everything else about California." With the largest state economy in the nation by a large margin, and expectations of population growth of around 30% in the next 20 years, HSR appears a highly strategic and perhaps necessary addition to the transportation infrastructure in California. Considering the state's rich history during the development of the transcontinental railroad in the late 1800s, becoming the first state in the nation to develop HSR would be fitting.

California is also no stranger to being a leader for new political ideas. The state was a forerunner to many groundbreaking political movements, such as Progressivism at the dawn of the 20th century, the tax revolt in the late 1970s, which spawned the "Reagan Revolution," and more recently the struggle to legalize gay marriage on a national scale through the courts. The state is also well-known for being a trendsetter of high-technology, with Silicon Valley producing many of the nation's breakthroughs in the field.

California's history of investing in infrastructure is nearly as ambitious as its willingness to push for political and technological advances. In response to massive increases in population during the 20th century, the state built highway and public university systems that quickly became the envy of the rest of the world. Further paralleling HSR, California's highway system was also initially funded with bond

18. Id.
22. For a comprehensive overview of California’s political history, see PETER SCHRADE, PARADISE LOST: CALIFORNIA’S EXPERIENCE, AMERICA’S FUTURE (2004).
measures.\textsuperscript{25}

While history indicates that California is the perfect place to construct HSR, its citizens' traditional tastes appear to be a less-ideal fit for embracing it. For instance, Californians have always had a strong affinity to the automobile.\textsuperscript{26} Because of this, the state has traditionally invested heavily in roads while relegating funding for public transportation to the margins.\textsuperscript{27} These attitudes, however, appear to be changing as already prevalent concerns over pollution continue to mount\textsuperscript{28} and gasoline costs soar.\textsuperscript{29} As a result, it appears that Californians may be more open to transportation alternatives.

The first mention of an idea for a HSR system that would span the length of the state came during current Governor Jerry Brown's first tenure as governor in the 1970s.\textsuperscript{30} It was not until 1996 that this idea would actually begin coming into focus, when the legislature created the High-Speed Rail Authority (the "Authority") to oversee and administer the creation of HSR in California.\textsuperscript{31} The Authority continued to study and plan for HSR throughout the 1990s, but the critical point for HSR occurred when voters enacted The Safe, Reliable High-Speed Passenger Train Bond Act for the 21st Century ("Proposition 1A") in 2008.\textsuperscript{32} Proposition 1A pledged nearly $10 billion in state bond funding to develop a HSR system connecting the Northern and Southern regions of the state.\textsuperscript{33} This major commitment of funding alone positioned California quite well to receive a significant portion of ARRA funds. In the summer of 2012, the state legislature approved construction to begin on the ICS, thus enabling the authority to break ground on connecting the Central Valley cities of Merced and Fresno.\textsuperscript{34}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{28} MARK BALDASSARE ET AL., PUB. POL’Y INST. OF CAL., PPIC STATEWIDE SURVEY: CALIFORNIANS & THE ENVIRONMENT 5 (July 2012).
\textsuperscript{31} California High-Speed Rail Act, ch. 796, 1996 Cal. Stat. 796.
\textsuperscript{33} Id.
\end{footnotesize}
III. OPPOSITION TO HSR IN CALIFORNIA

No matter what the end-goal, large public infrastructure projects always attract opponents. For instance, even the cherished national highway system and iconic Golden Gate Bridge each faced opposition from various special interests when they were in their respective planning stages. So it was not surprising when opposition to HSR in California sprang up around 2008 when Proposition 1A was being considered. Once the public approved the measure, opponents at the state and federal level adjusted their tactics hoping to kill the project before it even began.

A. State Legislative Opposition

In hindsight it might seem odd, but Proposition 1A actually began as a bipartisan effort, with 18 Republican legislators and then-Republican Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger all supporting it. In the years since, however, support and opposition to HSR in California has mostly followed party lines, with most Democrats supporting the project, and almost all Republicans opposing it—not unlike most modern issues tackled by the state legislature. Despite hoping to seize upon declining public support for government spending, especially in a state with budget shortfalls throughout much of the past decade, state legislative opponents’ efforts have largely been devoid of actual results.

A prime example of this is Assembly member Diane Harkey, who


36. Up until it was passed by the legislature, the bill which put Proposition 1A on the ballot included only one registered opponent; however, once it was on the ballot, many more groups voiced their opposition. See STAFF OF S. RULES COMM., BILL ANALYSIS ASSEMB. 3034, Reg. Sess. (Cal. 2008), available at http://leginfo.ca.gov/pub/07-08/bill/asm/ab_3001-3050/ab_3034_cfa_20080808_164606_sen_floor.html; California Proposition 1A, High-Speed Rail Act (2008), BALLOTpedia (Apr. 8, 2013, 9:39 AM), http://ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/California_Proposition_1A,_High-Speed_Rail_Act_%282008%29#Opposition.


represents a district comprising much of Orange County, where constituents have supported Republican presidents in every election since World War II and been traditionally hostile to government spending. In introducing bills seeking to completely defund the project in each of the last three years, Harkey has made opposing HSR one of her key policy aims. However, because Republicans constitute such a small minority in the state legislature, none of these bills even survived the first hurdle of making it out of a policy committee. Perhaps as a ploy to draw attention to her efforts, Harkey has accompanied them with colorful, charged statements in the media about the HSR project, such as referring to the ARRA funds as "cocaine for the train," and characterizing the decision to start construction in the state's Central Valley farmland as "cultural genocide." Despite a lack of results, Harkey may be incented to maintain an image as a strong opponent of HSR after receiving nearly $90,000 from the oil, gas, and automotive industries—all of which would logically be threatened by California providing consumers with an alternative to existing transportation options.

Until recently, the most notable opponent in California's other legislative house was former state Senator Doug LaMalfa. LaMalfa—whose district is in the far northern portion of the state and far away from the planned route for HSR—was the main face of legislative opposition when a quote was needed by media outlets attempting to show balance. While LaMalfa also introduced legislation similar to Harkey's, which also failed, he received more publicity from an attempt to certify a ballot initiative defunding the project completely. Like Harkey, LaMalfa used creative language to draw attention to his ballot initiative by seeking to have its title certified as the "Stop the $100 Billion Bullet

42. Id.
Train to Nowhere Act." Despite this, the initiative failed to garner the required amount of signatures to qualify for the ballot. Opponents of HSR may consider attempting a similar initiative in the future, but the earliest that such a measure can be placed on the ballot is 2014—long after construction has begun. At this point, no legislator in the state Senate appears poised to fill LaMalfa’s role. This may indicate that the opposition voices in the legislature are dwindling even further.

State legislative opposition has not only come from Republicans. In July 2012, four Democratic state senators—Alan Lowenthal, Fran Pavley, Joe Simitian, and Mark DeSaulnier—voted against a bill to fund the ICS, despite all previously supporting the project. In hindsight, these votes did not harm the project. However, at the time they seemed quite threatening as the bill mustered a bare majority and only upon the final deadline for bills to be passed for the session. If the bill had failed, $3.2 billion in federal funding would have been withdrawn and the project's fate could have easily mirrored the situation in Florida. These votes do not signal a longer trend in the state legislature, since all four Senators seemed influenced by the state's current budget shortfall at the time of the vote. Now the state is projecting a budget surplus for the first time in a decade, thereby mitigating such concerns. Also, both Lowenthal and Simitian have since left the state legislature after being elected to other offices in November 2012.

51. See AB 3034 – Assembly Floor Vote Information, supra note 37; AB 3034 – Senate Floor Vote Information, supra note 37.
B. Federal Opposition

Due to their large price tags and need for uniformity, long-term infrastructure projects in the United States have traditionally required a large amount of support from the federal government. With its expected 20-30 year timeframe, billions of dollars in expected costs, and the potential to link into the greater national transportation system, California's HSR project is no different. Even though ARRA constituted seventeen times more funding for HSR than all the previous ten fiscal years, future federal funding will likely be necessary to some degree. Accordingly, President Obama has requested $1 billion for HSR in each of the last three budget years from Congress, only to be denied by the Republican-controlled majority, highlighting their main difference from their state-level counterparts.

While the 2012 election should be generally perceived as a victory for HSR, it also vaulted state Senator, and long-time HSR foe, Doug LaMalfa into Congress. Soon after being sworn in, LaMalfa reaffirmed his stance to "do everything in my power to stop funding and the implementation of high speed rail in California." LaMalfa joins a group of California Congressmen who have expended much effort to oppose HSR. Of the group, Jeff Denham, who represents a district located in the middle of the ICS, has been the most visible. As a member of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee he has aggressively questioned witnesses involved with the project during Congressional hearings. For example, in December 2012, during a heated exchange with Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood, Denham vowed to oppose the HSR project until it becomes fully funded. Denham also introduced bills prohibiting the distribution of any federal transportation funds to the California HSR project for the 2013 fiscal year and sought to block

California from receiving Florida's forfeited ARRA funds in 2011.63 Another strong voice in opposition to HSR in California has been Majority Whip Kevin McCarthy, who represents Bakersfield—an- other city in the middle of the ICS. McCarthy is perhaps best known as a founding member of the "Republican Young Guns," along with other well-known, up-and-coming GOP Congressmen Eric Cantor and Paul Ryan.64 His political profile is much larger than Denham's, and as a result he likely received more attention when he dubbed the project in California a "billion dollar boondoggle"65 and attempted to divert money for HSR in California to other purposes.66

Similar opposition is not present in the Senate for two reasons. First, both of California's two longtime Senators—Barbara Boxer and Dianne Feinstein—are Democrats who have been strong supporters of the project.67 Second, Democrats have controlled the Senate since 2006. Without majority control or a single Senator from California, Senate Republicans have devoted their efforts elsewhere.

C. Citizen Opposition

Unlike legislators, citizen opponents of HSR in California have used procedural litigation as their method to stop the project. The most common vehicle for litigation has been using the state's seminal environmental quality law, the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"), to sue the Authority.68 CEQA requires a project's lead agency—in this case, the Authority—to fulfill various procedural requirements, including ensuring all environmental effects are identified and any alternatives are considered in an environmental impact report ("EIR"). Though the process can be onerous, the agency is not bound to

---


take any action based on the results of the EIR. 69 While CEQA is a valuable safeguard to ensure that environmental considerations are taken into account when agencies make discretionary decisions, it can also be used as a tool for political opponents—even those agnostic to environmental concerns—to halt state infrastructure projects.

The most notable of the CEQA lawsuits (the "Atherton suits") against the Authority have come out of the Bay Area. 70 One of the lead plaintiffs in the action—the Town of Atherton—was named after a relative of famed San Francisco author Gertrude Atherton, 71 who, coincidentally, was one of the notable opponents of the iconic Golden Gate Bridge during its construction in the 1930s. 72 While each of the Atherton suits were CEQA claims asserting that the Authority did not sufficiently meet its EIR prerequisites, the goal of the litigation was clearly to divert the path of the HSR line so that it does not pass through the cities of the plaintiffs in the suits. 73 In the only instance of success against the Authority, the Atherton suits' plaintiffs received a partial favorable ruling in 2009, when a judge ruled that the Authority had not completed the necessary EIR process and ordered the agency to rectify the deficiency. 74

Although the Authority revised the EIR in accordance with the ruling, the plaintiffs continued to litigate. They filed another lawsuit, contesting the revised EIR, but this time the suit was thrown out in March 2013 by the same judge. 75 Shortly thereafter, continuing to fight the project and confirming their true motivations, the town voted to donate $10,000 to a non-CEQA lawsuit against the Authority based in the Central Valley. 76 This quite clearly confirms the Atherton plaintiffs'
only goal in the original lawsuit was to kill the project outright. Given the imminence of construction, the money could have been better spent elsewhere.

Another coalition of local governments and property interests—located in the Central Valley of the state, where the ICS is scheduled to be built—have also brought a CEQA suit against the Authority. However, the judge overseeing the case denied their request for an injunction and in doing so recognized that granting their request would have possibly risked completely derailing the entire project. Perhaps sensing an unfavorable ruling, one county voted to drop out of the lawsuit in May 2013. Soon thereafter the rest of the plaintiffs settled with the Authority and dropped the suit.

Regardless of their motives, a future CEQA lawsuit could be used as a tool to threaten the project's viability by hoping to delay it long enough to cause the state to miss critical deadlines imposed by the Federal Government. While at this time no CEQA lawsuits are pending, it is worth noting that rulings in CEQA suits have been notoriously hard to predict. Since its enactment over 40 years ago, the resulting lawsuits have produced a diverse body of case law specific to a particular project. Increasing uncertainty is inevitable attitudinal shifts over the passage of time and the fact that judges generally afforded high amount of discretion to evaluate whether a lead agency has performed a legally thorough-enough analysis under the law's guidelines. Despite this, agencies are generally afforded a high amount of deference and EIR's are
presumed adequate.84 Also, as exhibited by the ruling in the Central Valley CEQA suit, judges are cognizant of the risk involved for ruling against the lead agency for what might amount to a mere technical oversight—especially if plaintiffs have ulterior motives. As a final resort, the Authority can seek CEQA waivers through the legislature if a lawsuit does actually pose a serious threat to the project. Such action is usually more appropriate for smaller projects,85 and such maneuvers may face public criticism and come at a high political price.86

Amidst all this, there have been recent calls for massive CEQA reform largely due to concerns that the process is not agile enough and is commonly abused by project opponents hoping to merely kill public projects.87 In addition to this, the fact that the Authority has likely improved its EIR process since 2009—using the first rulings as a guidepost—and subsequent CEQA lawsuits seem less likely to succeed against the Authority.88

The only legal challenge outside the CEQA framework argued that the Authority is illegally expending the funds from Proposition 1A.89 The plaintiffs have been quite open about the fact that their motivation is to kill the project.90 In August 2013, Judge Michael Kenny ruled that the Authority did not have a comprehensive enough funding plan or obtain the necessary environmental clearance for the project in its current state.91 While the Authority had completed each for the ICS, Kenny ruled that Proposition 1A required them for the entire Initial Operating Segment (IOS), of which the ICS is only a portion.92 The overall effect of the ruling is unclear since it ordered the Authority to rescind its funding plan from the November 2011 Business Plan, which had already been superseded by the 2012 Revised Plan.93 More importantly, Kenny

84. CAL. PUB. RES. CODE § 21167.3 (West 2012).
85. Most visibly, these waivers are sought for the building of new stadiums, see, e.g., Assemb.B. 81, 3rd Ext. Sess. (Cal. 2009).
88. Kevin Grochow, Comment, California High-Speed Rail on Track? Bridging the Gap Between Competing Land Use Issues with the California High-Speed Rail Project, 15 CHAP. L. REV. 585, 611 (2012).
92. Id.
refused to rescind all of the project's appropriations and construction contracts, which would have effectively halted the project.\textsuperscript{94} It seems that Kenny's message may have been to sanction the Authority for cutting corners, with an underlying acknowledgement that killing the project at this point would be an extreme measure at odds with the will of the voters. From a practical standpoint, the ruling may demonstrate how hard it is to utilize the courts to kill the project at this stage.

Even though the Authority has thus far been quite successful in court, losing in court does not necessarily mean losing completely, as a long, drawn out court battle could affect the project as adversely as losing in court.\textsuperscript{95} As such, the Authority will need to proceed cautiously and take any legal challenges seriously, despite their perceived motivations and merits. So far, the Authority has done such and protected the viability of the project in the process. The recent developments of the dismissal or settling of the CEQA suits has removed major potential hurdles for the project and suggest a larger trend.

IV. IS HSR IN CALIFORNIA INEVITABLE?

Outgoing Secretary of Transportation Ray LaHood recently exclaimed, "[t]here's no stopping high-speed rail in California."\textsuperscript{96} His words might be more prophetic than some want to believe. The implications of the 2012 elections and future political projections suggest that HSR may be at a point where opponents can no longer kill the project. With the ICS now fully funded and local lawsuits mostly dispensed with, barring an unforeseen development, construction on it will begin this calendar year and finish around 2017.\textsuperscript{97} Combining all of this seems to indicate that HSR in California is approaching inevitability, despite constant media depiction of a see-saw battle.\textsuperscript{98}

\textbf{A. The 2012 Election}

Arguably the most critical recent event for HSR in California was the 2012 election, as President Obama's victory essentially assured continued support for the project. Although Mitt Romney did not focus much on HSR during his campaign, his fiscal plan was more directed toward austerity and spending cuts than capital investments and

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{94} Tos, 2013 WL 6578791, at *8; Tos, 2013 WL 6184096, at *3.
\item \textsuperscript{95} See, e.g., Kathy Fox Powell, Southwest Airlines v. High-Speed Rail: More Powerful Than a Locomotive?, 60 J. Air L & Com. 1091 (1995) (examining how a law suit in Texas where the plaintiff's loss ultimately caused the HSR agency there to fold).
\item \textsuperscript{96} Myers, supra note 60.
\item \textsuperscript{97} California High-Speed Rail Program Revised 2012 Business Plan, supra note 4, at 2-13.
\item \textsuperscript{98} See, e.g., Myers, supra note 60.
\end{itemize}
infrastructure funding, so it can be deduced that a project like HSR would have been a candidate to be cut. On the other hand, President Obama supported HSR heavily during his first term, making it easy to conclude that for HSR, the difference between a Romney presidency and an Obama presidency would have been stark.

Even though the 2012 elections saw the Republicans retain a majority in the House, it was lessened from 47 to 32. While any Republican majority will likely continue to oppose Obama’s budget requests for HSR, a smaller majority is certainly better for his overall vision. HSR opposition in the Senate will continue to remain irrelevant for the next two years as the Democrats’ majority there was not only maintained, but grew as well.

At the state-level, the 2012 elections also further blunted already weak HSR opposition. In the legislature, voters provided Democrats with a 2/3 majority in both houses. This is critical because the state constitution requires a 2/3 majority to raise taxes. It is unlikely that in the next two years HSR will need additional state funding, however such a large majority will make it easier to raise revenue to fund other competing priorities—such as education, highways, and social services—which may be more important to certain legislators than HSR. Such a majority also provides a larger cushion if any Democratic legislators decide to stray from party lines on HSR, as was the case in the lead-up to SB 1029’s passage.

Perhaps more important for HSR has been the passage of Proposition 30—a ballot measure that raised taxes on the highest income earners. Because Governor Jerry Brown sponsored and campaigned heavily for the measure, its success can be viewed as an indirect referendum on Brown in general. If it failed, anything associated with

---

100. Senator Barack Obama, Remarks to the U.S. Conference of Mayors (June 21, 2008).
103. Brian Joseph, Norby Loss Gives Foes New Power; Apparent Defeat in 65th Assembly Race Hands State’s Democrats a Supermajority, ORANGE COUNTY REG., Nov. 15, 2012. While the 2012 election resulted in Democrats obtaining a 2/3 majority in both houses, at the time this note was submitted for publication two seats in the Assembly remain vacant, thus bringing the Democratic majority down to just below 2/3. If a Democratic candidate wins either of the two special elections, then the supermajority remains intact. See Patrick McGreevy, Assembly’s Democrats Could Briefly Lose Supermajority, L.A. TIMES, Mar. 10, 2013, available at http://articles.latimes.com/2013/mar/10/local/la-me-legislature-20130311.
104. CAL. CONST. art. XIII A, § 3.
Brown—including HSR—would have surely received collateral backlash. In fact, some suggested that Brown would need to abandon his support for HSR in order for the measure to pass, citing poll numbers supporting this conclusion. Nonetheless, Brown stood by his prior commitment to HSR. This fact, even more than his verbal support of HSR, reaffirms his true willingness to keep HSR as a priority for the rest of his tenure.

The fiscal effect of the passage of Proposition 30 should also have residual effects on the HSR project. It was widely assumed that if Proposition 30 failed, the budgetary shortfall would have needed to be filled through spending cuts in areas deemed less important than traditional government spending—such as education. Given its large price tag and lack of immediate benefit, the HSR project would have surely been high on the list of potential programs to cut. This assumption was a pillar in Senator Simitian's reasoning when he opposed Senate Bill 1029. Instead, proving many political commentators wrong, Proposition 30 passed with a double-digit margin. The wide margin of victory shows that, amidst many years of budget cuts and loud calls for austerity by some, the state's voters will support raising revenues to pay for certain projects.

B. Future Years

The future for HSR in California looks promising. At the state level, the project should continue to be supported by both the Governor and the legislature. Moreover, if construction on the early stages of the ICS is successful, that could also galvanize additional support. While Republicans still control the House, President Obama's continued support for HSR provides a good counter to their opposition. With that in mind, the 2014 mid-term Congressional elections could have a grave impact on the pace of the project's construction, so it will be critical to monitor them closely. Lastly, after it appeared that public sentiment in California may have turned against HSR in 2011, indications show that either this conclusion was premature or that voters are once again supporting HSR.


109. See Simitian, supra note 54.

This point will only become more apparent if the economy continues to improve, making taxpayers more apt to support public investments in infrastructure.

1. State Level Support

While support from both the Governor and the legislature for HSR in California appears secure for the next two years, beyond that timeframe some uncertainty does exist. While Jerry Brown is expected to be easily re-elected as Governor in 2014, Brown's age may give rise to some doubts. And while construction on the ICS is poised to begin in 2013, in order to better fend off critics, the Authority nonetheless still has much to do to ensure that the project is viewed as a success.

Governor Brown's commitment to HSR was confirmed in the period prior to the 2012 election when in the face of intense pressure, he did not abandon the project. As such, it would be highly beneficial for the project if Brown were to win an additional term of office in 2014, not only because of his enthusiasm for it, but because five of the nine members of the Authority's board of directors serve at the pleasure of the Governor. Governor Brown serving an additional term provides more security and continuity for the Authority, which can only add to the project's overall efficiency. Also, his role in campaigning for Proposition 30 served as a reminder of how good a politician he is, and in turn how he is able to persuade the public to support an issue in which he believes. Considering the fact that he hopes to include HSR as part of his ever growing political legacy, having such a credible and impassioned supporter of the cause only further bolsters the long-term hopes for the project.

While Brown has yet to announce his candidacy for 2014, he did hint that he is strongly considering running for re-election. Worth noting is the fact that Brown will be 76 years old by the time the election is held. He is already the oldest serving governor in California history. Despite his remarkable energy and unusually good health

111. Siders, Don’t worry about the Field Poll, supra note 108.
overall, he has had two cancer scares.\textsuperscript{117} Because of this, there may be a chance that Brown will decide against running due to health or age concerns. However, if Brown does decide to run, due to consistently high approval ratings,\textsuperscript{118} many are predicting that he will not face much of a challenge.\textsuperscript{119} Further buttressing this point is a lack of credible challengers. As of now, the only major candidate who has announced is Abel Maldonado, who before serving as Lieutenant Governor—arguably the least relevant office in state politics—served an uneventful set of terms in the legislature where his most notable moment was crossing Republican Party lines for a budget vote.\textsuperscript{120} Due to electoral losses in 2006 for State Controller, 2010 for re-election as Lieutenant Governor and 2012 for Congress, most observers do not view him as a serious threat.\textsuperscript{121}

Support in the state legislature also appears quite secure for the foreseeable future. Over the past 40 years, Democrats have maintained a majority in both houses of the state legislature for all but a brief period in the mid-1990s.\textsuperscript{122} Despite recently accumulating a supermajority, Democrats would be wise to act prudently with such a mandate since allowing the state to backslide from its current budget surplus might cause voter backlash.\textsuperscript{123} Regardless, Democrats should be able to at least maintain a majority in both houses, since registered Republicans in the state are on the decline.\textsuperscript{124} Considering the party line support for HSR, this is just another item suggesting a secure future of the HSR project at the state level of government.

A latent aspect of the viability of the HSR project in California
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stems from the Authority’s role in implementing the project. In early 2012, the Authority was under fire regarding its efficiency, technical decisions, and overall business model. Various stakeholders also claimed that the Authority used heavy-handed tactics and was unresponsive to many of their concerns. Additionally, the highly respected, non-partisan Legislative Analyst Office (“LAO”) raised concerns about the Authority’s ability to function due in large part to the fact that many key positions in the Authority were vacant for extensive periods of time.

The Authority utilized this feedback appropriately and took concerted efforts to address many of these concerns throughout the rest of 2012. The most visible example of this approach is the Revised Business Plan, where numerous critiques, concerns, and suggestions were not only considered, but also implemented. Acknowledging the public relations downside of being perceived as bullying stakeholders, the Authority also committed to a more responsive outreach program. A specific example of this is the Authority’s decision to extend the public comment period for one of its EIRs due to stakeholder requests, despite no legal obligation to do so. Because rebuilt relationships may carry a suspicious stigma, the Authority needs to continue focusing on making stakeholder relations a key aspect of the project. Lastly, the issue regarding high-level vacancies is slowly being addressed as well. In all, the Authority appears to be making smart decisions towards rebranding its image much more positively as it enters the critical period of building the ICS.
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Perhaps the most important aspect of this rebranding will be the Authority’s execution of the ICS. Surely stakeholders, skeptics, and opponents will all be watching this situation closely, and the Authority knows this.\textsuperscript{132} Once construction has commenced, if the authority can point to specific successes—particularly, keeping the project on budget and on time—demonizing the project becomes a much harder task. Regardless of how the project fares some voices will continue to oppose it; however, success on the ICS will relegate these voices even further to the margins. Additionally, it will galvanize potential private investment, which would offset reliance on uncertain federal funding and the critics who oppose the project on the basis of its cost.

The ICS certainly provides a watershed moment for the HSR project. Consequently, how it turns out will likely set the tone for the future of the entire project. While the passage of SB 1029 provided the Authority with a bit of breathing room, the agency must continue to focus on outreach and achieving its stated benchmarks in order for the project to enjoy a successful future.

2. Federal Support

Unlike support at the state level, many more questions remain at the federal level for HSR in California. While President Obama secured a second term quite easily, his agenda will inevitably contain many competing priorities. As such, it will be interesting to see how he balances these priorities and where HSR fits into his overall vision, amidst a contentious relationship with a Republican-controlled Congress. Whereas Congress has rejected his requests for HSR funding the past two years, and will likely do so for the next two years, if Democrats can retake a majority in Congress this trend is likely to reverse. Even if such funding does not materialize, there are reasons to believe that the project will still progress.

Even though HSR in California will enjoy more certainty under a Barack Obama presidency than a Mitt Romney one, an intransigent Congress could force him to shift or displace certain priorities for political expediency, despite the fact that he did reaffirm his support for HSR.\textsuperscript{133} On the other hand, with healthcare reform and re-election no longer a concern, he may be willing to take more bold political risks to ensure some of his policy aims—such as HSR funding—are implemented despite this opposition. Whether this means the President will be willing to strong-arm certain policies or craft more political deals
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with an unrelenting Congress remains to be seen, but such tactics seem more likely during his second term.

One area at the federal level over which Obama has complete control that has far reaching implications on the future of HSR is his power to appoint the Secretary of Transportation. During Obama's first term, HSR flourished under Secretary Ray LaHood. Not only has his enthusiasm been beneficial for the project in California, but also the fact that he was a seven-term Republican Congressman gives HSR a shade of bipartisanship reminiscent of pre-Proposition 1A. However, as is the tradition with most cabinet secretaries, LaHood stepped down soon after Obama's second term began. Obama recently replaced LaHood with Charlotte's Democratic Mayor Anthony Foxx.

While Foxx will not be able to replicate the bipartisanship or Congressional experience that made LaHood such an effective Transportation Secretary, a few conclusions can be drawn about his priorities regarding the HSR project despite his short political career. During Foxx's three and a half years as Mayor, Charlotte started construction on a new streetcar program and invested in a light rail system. This prompted some in the media to refer to him as "the rapid-transit-loving Mayor." So it certainly appears that Foxx heavily values modernizing public transportation. It has also been suggested that having a recent mayor transition to the post will be highly beneficial to a program like HSR in California that has such a direct impact on local governments, especially during an economic recovery. While the jury may be out on Foxx for the next few years, it seems that he is primed to continue LaHood's role as the lead advocate for California's HSR project at the federal level.
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Foxx’s biggest struggle will be in dealing with a majority Congress that has thus far refused to provide any federal funds to HSR since ARRA passed. Since the Authority is seeking no federal funding until 2015, Congressional opposition might currently be a moot issue. However, the 2014 mid-term elections for Congress might possibly be the most critical points for HSR, along with the Authority's ability to execute on the ICS. While predicting how a body as large and as disparate as Congress will look in the future might be an impossible task, it is safe to say that the situation is worth keeping a close eye on for how it could affect the future of HSR. If Democrats can retake the House, while sustaining their current majority in the Senate, funding will almost certainly resume for HSR. If the Republicans maintain control, alternate funding paths might need to be sought.

If federal funding does not materialize for HSR following the 2014 elections, the project in California can still survive. Securing alternative financing from the private sector has always been a strong possibility. This possibility should increase if the Authority's efforts in constructing the ICS are successful. Further signaling the desire of the private sector to get involved with HSR is a recent movement in Texas to revive its folded HSR project with private financing. Also, interest groups are beginning to suggest contingency plans on how to fill such funding gaps in the face of Congressional abandonment. In any case, even given political uncertainties, HSR in California has a high likelihood of receiving the funding necessary to keep the project on schedule beyond the construction of the ICS.

3. Public Support

As rhetoric ratchets up and opposing politicians dominate headlines surrounding an issue, it is easy to lose sight of the influence of public sentiment in the overall debate. As noted earlier, integral to this support is the Authority's rebranding efforts and how successful the construction of the ICS is. Reports suggesting a majority of voters had changed their mind on HSR in California, even after supporting it three years prior, were almost certainly a major influence on the Authority's decision to rebrand. It was no coincidence that this apparent shift in public sentiment is
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sentiment occurred around the same time the project's estimated capital costs skyrocketed to around $100 billion, up from the original estimate of $33 billion in 2006. This implication was confirmed by polling soon thereafter. Making matters worse was that this increase took place amidst a still suffering national economy, making it a ripe subject to dominate headlines.

To counter public concerns surrounding the cost of the project, the Authority has revised cost projections to $68.4 billion. The new estimate should only serve to allay fears that the project's costs are spiraling out of control. Indeed, two-thirds of Californians still view the HSR project as important to the state, though approximately half are still sensitive to the cost of the project. However, some additional inferences can be drawn from a few notable items that suggest that public opinion was probably not as bad as the polling indicated. For instance, polling also suggested that voters would have reacted negatively to Proposition 30 if Governor Brown continued to support HSR. In the end, the measure still passed overwhelmingly. This suggests that public backlash against HSR may not have been as strong as initially expected. Another important factor likely to weigh heavily on public sentiment for the project is the improvement of the economy. If it continues to recover as most are predicting, the public is more likely to support infrastructure spending in general.

An additional gauge of public sentiment can be editorials in local newspapers. Even though the digital age has prompted a decline in the industry, a newspaper's editorial board continues to wield clout in the

---
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community and can often provide insight into local attitudes. So, the fact that newspapers in two notable cities on the planned HSR route have changed from opposing the project to supporting it is notable. The Sacramento Bee and Bakersfield Californian opposed Proposition 1A in 2008, but have recently switched to embracing the project. In fact, both even hinted that their reasoning for this is that the project is nearing inevitability. Whether shifts in editorial board attitude actually track public sentiment is debatable, however, they do add to the other evidence suggesting a stronger public embrace of HSR.

V. SUGGESTIONS FOR OPPONENTS

Since the future of the HSR project in California appears quite secure, the remaining opponents may want to consider altering their tactics. Instead of launching fruitless lawsuits, landowners and farmers in areas along the route should consider becoming more active participants in the process and engage the Authority in good-faith negotiations. State-level politicians opposing the project should realize that given their lack of political power, their opposition is unlikely to result in stopping the project. Instead, they too should consider a working relationship with the Authority and their legislative colleagues who support the project. And while opponents in Congress have a majority, a better long-term strategy might be to allow money to flow to the project but with strings attached to shape the project to be consistent with their own visions. Essentially, the various segments of opposition should all consider becoming stakeholders to better suit their interests.

A. Affected Property Owners

Given the Authority's checkered history in dealing with stakeholders, some citizens might be cynical to work with such a partner. This is certainly a valid concern; however, current leadership at the Authority seems to better understand the importance of having affected property owners as participating stakeholders. Because having affected landowners supporting the HSR project would provide a boost in

credibility and public relations, the Authority has incentive to conduct fair negotiations with them rather than commencing eminent domain proceedings, which are usually bitter contests. So while these landowners have a right to be cautious in dealing with the Authority, they should not outright reject the notion of negotiating with it—especially if they can receive adequate returns.

John Tos, a Central Valley farmer and a lead plaintiff in one of the lawsuits against the Authority recently remarked that if the ICS is constructed, there will be a repeat of the Mussel Slough tragedy—a conflict between settlers and Southern Pacific Railroad supporters that left seven dead in Tos’s home city of Hanford in 1880. With such impassioned conviction, it is clear that some people, such as Tos, are unlikely to abandon their opposition to HSR; however, others in the area understand the potential benefits of negotiating directly with the Authority. One example is fellow Hanford farmer Brad Johns, whose property is directly traversed by the planned route. He realized in 2011 that fighting the project was unlikely to produce positive results, and embraced it as a new opportunity. With an engaging attitude, not only was he able to get the Authority to pay to have his house physically moved, but, once relocated, Johns plans to sell solar energy to the eventual operator of the HSR line. As is the case with most large infrastructure projects, an unfortunate side effect of the HSR project is that some landowners will lose their land or have it affected adversely. The Authority has the ability to mitigate damage to affected citizens, and those who understand how likely the project is to be built are in a better position to negotiate with the Authority than those who plan to fight it at any cost.

The Authority’s power to negotiate with affected entities does not only apply to private citizens. Success stories of positive negotiations also include the actual cities on the planned route. For instance, the city of Fresno successfully negotiated an additional $4.6 million to aid it in

retaining local businesses in the downtown area. Making this negotiation critical is the fact that Fresno currently struggles with unemployment nearly double the national rate and has been trying to revitalize its downtown area since the 1990s. Bearing in mind the lack of success the plaintiff cities in the Atherton cases have had, they may want to consider switching tactics to a course of action similar to Fresno's.

In general, parties that believe suing the Authority is the best course of action should reconsider their tactics in light of the costs of litigation versus alternatives—including any externalities of such actions. While litigation might garner more headlines, it carries the risk of losing in court and then having nothing to show for it. This risk seems quite high since the Authority has a strong track record in court and judges fully understand the gravity of suits seeking to shut down the project on purely procedural grounds at this juncture. Continued litigation also risks alienating these parties if they attempt to deal with the Authority in the future. All told, these plaintiffs might be better off spending their money on lawyers who negotiate rather than litigate.

B. State Legislative Opponents

Ever since Proposition 1A passed, state-level legislative opponents have had virtually no effect on HSR. These politicians might enjoy the political points they score with some of their constituents, but due to the distinct minority of HSR opponents, these are not likely to produce anything more. Even though support from these politicians is not necessary to the overall success of the project, the Authority would certainly welcome it since a bipartisan consensus would lead to better public relations for the project. Part of the reason Proposition 1A was successful was the bipartisan support it had. Since construction will begin soon, the state legislative opponents should consider abandoning
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their current tactics in favor of becoming more active participants in the project's development.

In fact, these opponents could learn a lesson from their former colleague Senator Joe Simitian. Even though SB 1029 passed over Simitian's opposition, his concerns had a direct impact on the Authority's Revised Business Plan. The fact that he was previously a strong supporter of the project and based many of his concerns on the LAO and Peer Review Group Study's findings provided additional clout to his reasoning. In contrast, politicians like Diane Harkey who seize every opportunity to oppose HSR, have their professed criticisms easily dismissed. On the other hand, if these politicians extended a degree of support to the project, it would go a far way to show that they are acting in good-faith. This, in turn, would seemingly allow for more input on the project, and more desirable results.

C. Federal Opponents

Three of HSR's loudest opponents in Congress—Kevin McCarthy, Jeff Denham, and Devin Nunes—are in a paradoxical position regarding the project in California. Certainly their opposition is in line with the current Republican Party orthodoxy, but each of them represent a district located directly on the ICS. Accordingly, their constituents stand to gain much from a successful HSR project—in particular, an immediate infusion of new jobs and creating better access to the region to fuel its enormous growth potential. When this fact is coupled with the promising future for HSR in California, pivoting their position on HSR seems to be a smart decision.

Ashley Swearengin is a great example of how these opponents can leverage their situations to provide maximum benefits for constituents. While not a member of Congress, Swearengin is the Mayor of Fresno, a city situated to gain enormous benefits being the largest city on the ICS. As a result, the city's economic planning revolves around where in the city the HSR route is. Beyond the obvious creation of initial jobs from the project's construction, Fresno's long-term plans include revitalizing its downtown business environment to cater to passengers and aligning the area's higher education institutions to serve as feeders for jobs working with and around HSR. Swearengin, a Republican, separated herself from partisan politics to best serve her constituents in the face of
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the likelihood of construction of the HSR project.

While partisan politics surely factors into the Congressmen's opposition to HSR, some of their specific criticisms do not need to be abandoned if they shift to supporting the project. As evidenced by the strong Republican opposition to ARRA, clearly there is a link between these Congressmen's opposition to HSR and the use of public funds to construct the project. But since their districts have so much to gain from the project, instead of staunchly opposing it, perhaps these three should be focusing their efforts on ensuring private investment constitutes a majority of the remaining funding requirements. Members of Congress wield great power and connections within the business community as a whole, so leading the charge to secure private funding for the project would not be difficult, nor would it seem to offend the Republican base too much. Another concern cited by the three as a pretext for opposition is that the project will lead to wasteful spending of taxpayer money. If this is the case, attaching additional oversight provisions to federal funding would seem to be the logical solution.

Denham, McCarthy, and Nunes have specific options that not only would address their stated concerns but also allow them to save political face if they were to shift their position on the project. Doing so would ensure their constituents receive maximum benefits from the project. With this in mind, it is amazing that they have not shown signs of altering course.

CONCLUSION

In politics, nothing may ever be truly inevitable, but the HSR project in California might be passing a point where its long-term viability is no longer in doubt. Though some uncertainty exists as to funding, as time passes and more ground is broken on the project, constructing the entire HSR line in California becomes more probable and the money should follow. As this happens, the various sets of opponents should re-evaluate their tactics to see if the results they are currently achieving actually align with their stated goals. While it may be politically painful for some, better long-term results might be attainable.
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by redefining their role as stakeholders. For citizens affected directly by the project, this means working with the Authority to produce the best possible outcome given their circumstances. For state-level politicians, this means utilizing what little political power they have to generate some possible returns for the symbolic support they could provide the project. And for federal-level opponents, this means better aligning their tactics to best suit the goals and needs of their constituents.

In sum, the arguments at this point should not be about whether to have HSR or not, they should be geared towards addressing the specifics of how the project will eventually reach its end goal. Once the opponents realize this and become stakeholders, the entire dialogue regarding the project will be more efficient, focused, and most importantly, honest.